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ARREST
ARREST

CONSTITUTION OF INDIA Arts. 21, 22 & 32 — Custodial violence — Deaths in police lockups and
custody – Custodial torture is a naked violation of human dignity and degradation which destroys,
to a very large extent, the individual personality – Custodial death is perhaps one of the worst
crimes in a civilised society governed by the rule of law – The rights inherent in arts. 21 & 22 (1) of
the Constitution require to be jealously and scrupulously protected – Check of the abuse of police
power possible by transparency of action and accountability – In addition to the statutory and
constitutional requirement, mandatory directions issued by Supreme Court – To be followed strictly
– Failure to comply with these requirement shall render official concerned liable for departmental
enquiry and also render them liable to be punished for contempt of Court.
Violation of any one of the human rights has been the subject of so many Conventions and
Declarations as “torture” – All aiming at total banning of it in all forms, but in spite of the
commitments made to eliminate torture, the fact remains that torture is more widespread now than
ever before. “Custodial torture” is a naked violation of human dignity and degradation which
destroys, to a very large extent, the individual personality. It is a calculated assault on human
dignity and whenever human dignity is wounded, civilisation takes a step backward – Flag of
humanity must on each such occasion fly half-mast. Custodial death is perhaps one of the worst
crimes in a civilised society governed by the rule of law. The rights inherent in arts. 21 & 22(1) of
the Constitution require to be jealously and scrupulously protected. Abuse of police power can be
stopped by Transparency of action and accountability perhaps are two possible safeguards which
this Court must insist upon. Attention is also required to be paid to properly develop work culture,
training and orientation of the police force consistent with basic human values. Training
methodology of the police needs restructuring. The force needs to be infused with basic human
values and made sensitive to the constitutional ethos. Efforts must be made to change the attitude
and approach of the police personnel handling investigations so that they do not sacrifice basic
human values during interrogation and do not resort to questionable forms of interrogation. With a
view to bring in transparency, the presence of the counsel of the arrestee at some point of time
during the interrogation may deter the police from using third-degree methods during interrogation.
Following requirements to be followed in all cases of arrest or detention till legal provisions are
made in that behalf as preventive measures : (1) The police personnel carrying out the arrest and
handling the interrogation of the arresteer should bear accurate, visible and clear identification and
name tags with their designations. The particulars of all such police personnel who handle
interrogation of the arrestee must be recorded in a register. (2) That the police officer carrying out
the arrest of the arrestee shall prepare a memo of arrest at the time of arrest and such memo shall
be attested by at least one witness, who may either be a member of the family of the arrestee or a
respectable person of the locality from where the arrest is made. It shall also be countersigned by
the arrestee and shall contain the time and date of arrest. (3) A person who has been arrested or
detained and is being held in custody in a police station or interrogation centre or other lock-up,
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shall be entitled to have one friend or relative or other person known to him or having interest in his
welfare being informed, as soon as practicable, that he has been arrested and is being detained at
the particular place, unless the attesting witness of the memo of arrest is himself such a friend or a
relative of the arrestee. (4) The time, place of arrest and venue of custody of an arrestee must be
notified by the police where the next friend or relative of the arrestee lives outside the district or
town through the Legal Aid Organisation in the District and the police station of the area concerned
telegraphically within a period of 8 to 12 hours after the arrest. (5) The person arrested must be
made aware of this right to have someone informed of his arrest or detention as soon as he is put
under arrest or is detained. (6) An entry must be made in the diary at the place of detention
regarding the arrest of the person which shall also disclose the name of the next friend of the
person who has been informed of the arrest and the names and particulars of the police officials in
whose custody the arrestee is. (7) The arrestee should, where he so requests, be also examined at
the time of his arrest and major and minor injuries, if any present on his/her body, must be
recorded at that time. The “Inspection Memo” must be signed both by the arrestee and the police
officer effecting the arrest and its copy provided to the arrestee. (8) The arrestee should be
subjected to medical examination by a trained doctor every 48 hours during his detention in
custody by a doctor on the panel of approved doctors appointed by Director, Health Services of the
State or Union Territory concerned. Director, Health Services should prepare such a panel for all
tehsils and districts as well. (9) Copies of all the documents including the memo of arrest, referred
to above, should be sent to the Illaqa Magistrate for his record. (10) The arrestee may be permitted
to meet his lawyer during interrogation, though not throughout the interrogation. (11) A police
control room should be provided at all district and State headquarters, where information regarding
the arrest and the place of custody of the arrestee shall be communicated by the officer causing
the arrest, within 12 hours of effecting the arrest and at the police control room it should be
displayed on conspicuous notice board. Failure to comply with the requirements hereinabove
mentioned shall apart from rendering the official concerned liable for departmental action, also
render him liable to be punished for contempt of Court and the proceedings for contempt of Court
may be instituted in any High Court of the country, having territorial jurisdiction over the matter. The
requirements, referred to above flow from art. 21 & 22(1) of the Constitution and need to be strictly
followed. These would apply with equal force to the other governmental agencies also to which a
reference has been made earlier. These requirements are in addition to the constitutional and
statutory safeguards and do not detract from various other directions given by the Courts from time
to time in connection with the safeguarding of the rights and dignity of the arrestee. The
requirements mentioned above shall be forwarded to the Director General of Police and the Home
Secretary of every State/Union Territory and it shall be their obligation of circulate the same to
every police station under their charge and get the same notified at every police station at a
conspicuous place. It would also be useful and serve larger interest to broadcast the requirement
on All India Radio besides being shown on the National Network of Doordarshan any by publishing
and distributing pamphlets in the local language containing these requirements for information of
the general public. Creating awareness about the rights of the arrestee would in our opinion be a
step in the right direction to combat the evil of custodial crime and being in transparency and
accountability. It is hoped that these requirements would help to curb, if not totally eliminate, the
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use of questionable methods during interrogation and investigation leading to custodial commission
of crimes.
Ubi jus, ibi remedium. – There is no wrong without a remedy. The law wills that in every case
where a man is wronged and endamaged he must have a remedy. A mere declaration of invalidity
of an action or finding of custodial violence or death in lock-up, does not by itself provide any
meaningful remedy to a person whose fundamental right to life has been infringed. Much more
needs to be done. – Rudul Sah v. State of Bihar (1983) 4 SCC 141 : 1983 SCC (Cri) 798;
Sebastian M. Hongray v. Union of India (1984) 1 SCC 339 : 1984 SCC (Cri) 87 and (1984) 3 SCC
82 : 1984 SCC (Cri) 407; Bhim Singh v. State of J&K 1984 Supp SCC 504 : 1985 SCC (Cri) 60 &
(1985) 4 SCC 677 : 1986 SCC (Cri) 47; Saheli, A women’s Resources Centre v. Commr. of Police
(1990) 1 SCC 422 : 1990 SCC (Cri) 145; Kasturilal Ralia Ram Jain v. State of U.P. (1965) 1 SCR
375 : AIR 1965 SC 1039 : (1965) 2 LLJ 583 relied on. The old doctrine of only relegating the
aggrieved to the remedies available in civil law limits the role of the Courts too much, as the
protector and custodian of the indefeasible rights of the citizens. The Courts have the obligation to
satisfy the social aspirations of the citizens because the Courts and the law are for the people and
expected to respond to their aspirations. A Court of law cannot close its consciousness and
aliveness to stark realities. Mere punishment of the offender cannot give much solace to the family
of the victim – Civil action for damages is a long drawn and a cumbersome judicial process.
Monetary compensation for redressal by the Court finding the infringement of the indefeasible right
to life of the citizen is, therefore, useful and at time perhaps the only effective remedy to apply balm
to the wounds of the family members of the deceased victim, who may have been the breadwinner
of the family. It is now a well-accepted proposition in most of the jurisdictions, that monetary or
pecuniary compensation is an appropriate and indeed an effective and sometimes perhaps the only
suitable remedy for redressal of the established infringement of the fundamental right to life of a
citizen by the public servants and the State is vicariously liable for their acts. The claim of the
citizen is based on the principle of strict liability to which the defence of sovereign immunity is not
available and the citizen must receive the amount of compensation from the State, which shall
have the right to be indemnified by the wrongdoer. In the assessment of compensation, the
emphasis has to be on the compensatory and not on punitive element. The objective is to apply
balm to the wounds and not to punish the transgressor or the offender, as awarding appropriate
punishment for the offence (irrespective of compensation) must be left to the Criminal Court in
which the offender is prosecuted, which the State, in law, is duty bound to do.
In addition to the statutory and constitutional requirement, mandatory directions issued by Supreme
Court. To be follow strictly failure to comply with these requirement shall render official concerned
liable for departmental enquiry and also render them liable to be punished for contempt of Court.
There can be no gainsaying that freedom of an individual must yield to the security of the state.
The right of preventive detention of individuals in the interest of security of the state in various
situations prescribed under different statutes has been upheld by the courts. The right to
interrogate the detenus, culprits or arrestees in the interest of the nation, must take precedence
over an individual’s right to personal liberty. The Latin maxim salus populi suprema lex (the safety
of the people is the supreme law) and salus republicae suprema lex (safety of the State is the
supreme law) coexist and are not only important and relevant but lie at the heart of the doctrine that
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the welfare of an individual must yield to that of the community. The action of the State, however,
must be “right, just and fair”. Using any form of torture for extracting any kind of information would
neither be “right nor just nor fair” and, therefore, would be impermissible, being offensive to Article
21. Such a crime-suspect must be interrogated – indeed subjected to sustained and scientific
interrogation – determined in accordance with the provisions of law. He cannot, however, be
tortured or subjected to third-degree methods or eliminated with a view to elicit information, extract
confession or derive knowledge about his accomplices, weapons etc. His constitutional right cannot
be abridged in the manner permitted by law, though in the very nature of things there would be
qualitative difference in the method of interrogation of such a person as compared to an ordinary
criminal. Challenge of terrorism must be met with innovative ideas and approach. State terrorism is
no answer to combat terrorism. State terrorism would only provide legitimacy to “terrorism”. That
would be bad for the State, the community and all for the rule of law. The State must, therefore,
ensure that various agencies deployed by it for combating terrorism act within the bounds of law
and not become law unto themselves. That the terrorist has violated human rights of innocent
citizens may render him liable to punishment but it cannot justify the violation of his human rights
except in the manner permitted by law. Need, therefore, is to develop scientific methods of
investigation and train the investigators properly to interrogate to meet the challenge.
In addition to the statutory and constitutional requirements to which we have made a reference, we
are of the view that it would be useful and effective to structure appropriate machinery for
contemporaneous recording and notification of all cases of arrest and detention to bring in
transparency and accountability. It is desirable that the officer arresting a person should prepare a
memo of his arrest at the time of arrest in the presence of at least one witness who may be a
member of the family of the arrestee or a respectable person of the locality from where the arrest is
made. The date and time of arrest shall be recorded in the memo which must also be
countersigned by the arrestee.
We, therefore, consider it appropriate to issue the following requirements to be followed in all cases
of arrest or detention till legal provisions are made in that behalf as preventive measures :
(1) The police personnel carrying out the arrest and handling the interrogation of the arrestee
should bear accurate, visible and clear identification and name tags with their designations. The
particulars of all such police personnel who handle interrogation of the arrestee must be recorded
in a register.
(2) That the police officer carrying out the arrest of the arrestee shall prepare a memo of arrest at
the time of arrest and such memo shall be attested by at least one witness, who may either be a
member of the family of the arrestee or a respectable person of the locality from where the arrest is
made. It shall also be countersigned by the arrestee and shall contain the time and date of arrest.
(3) A person who has been arrested or detained and is being held in custody in a police station or
interrogation center or other lock-up, shall be entitled to have one friend or relative or other person
known to him or having interest in his welfare being informed, as soon as practicable, that he has
been arrested and is being detained at the particular place, unless the attesting witness of the
memo of arrest is himself such a friend or a relative of the arrestee.
(4) The time, place of arrest and venue of custody of an arrestee must be notified by the police
where the next friend or relative of the arrestee lives outside the district or town through the Legal
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Aid Organisation in the District and the police station of the area concerned telegraphically within a
period of 8 to 12 hours after the arrest.
(5) The person arrested must be made aware of this right to have someone informed of his arrest
or detention as soon as he is put under arrest or is detained.
(6) An entry must be made in the diary at the place of detention regarding the arrest of the person
which shall also disclose the name of the next friend of the person who has been informed of the
arrest and the names and particulars of the police officials in whose custody the arrestee is.
(7) The arrestee should, where he so requests, be also examined at the time of his arrest and
major and minor injuries, if any present on his/her body, must be recorded at that time. The
“Inspection Memo” must be signed both by the arrestee and the police officer effecting the arrest
and its copy provided to the arrestee.
(8) The arrestee should be subjected to medical examination by a trained doctor every 48 hours
during his detention in custody by a doctor on the panel of approved doctors appointed by Director,
Health Services of the State or Union Territory concerned. Director, Health Services should
prepare such a panel for all tehsils and districts as well.
(9) Copies of all the documents including the memo of arrest, refereed to above, should be sent to
the Illaqa Magistrate for his record.
(10) The arrestee may be permitted to meet his lawyer during interrogation, though not throughout
the interrogation.
(11) A police control room should be provided at all district and State headquarters, where
information regarding the arrest and the place of custody of the arrestee shall be communicated by
the officer causing the arrest, within 12 hours of effecting the arrest and at the police control room it
should be displayed on a conspicuous notice board.
Failure to comply with the requirements hereinabove mentioned shall apart from rendering the
official concerned liable for departmental action, also render him liable to be punished for contempt
of court and the proceedings for contempt of court may be instituted in any High Court of the
country, having territorial jurisdiction over the matter.
The requirements, referred to above flow from Articles 21 and 22(1) of the Constitution and need to
be strictly followed. These would apply with equal force to the other governmental agencies also to
which a reference has been made earlier. These requirements are in addition to the constitutional
and statutory safeguards and do not detract from various other directions given by the court from
time to time in connection with the safeguarding of the rights and dignity of the arrestee.
[D. K. Basu vs. State Of W.B.1997-(001)-SCC -0416 –SC;1997-(084)-AIR -0610
–SC;1997-(103)-CRLJ -0743 –SC]
SEE ALSO: Rudul Sah v. State of Bihar (1983) 4 SCC 141 : 1983 SCC (Cri) 798; Sebastian M.
Hongray v. Union of India (1984) 1 SCC 339 : 1984 SCC (Cri) 87 and (1984) 3 SCC 82 : 1984 SCC
(Cri) 407; Bhim Singh v. State of J&K 1984 Supp SCC 504 : 1985 SCC (Cri) 60 & (1985) 4 SCC
677 : 1986 SCC (Cri) 47; Saheli, A women’s Resources Centre v. Commr. of Police (1990) 1 SCC
422 : 1990 SCC (Cri) 145; Kasturilal Ralia Ram Jain v. State of U.P. (1965) 1 SCR 375 : AIR 1965
SC 1039 : (1965) 2 LLJ 583 relied on.
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